By Yeare of a Warrant from the proprietors office Dated the Twentieth day of July 1739 Surveyed for William West of the County of Prince William Six hundred Thirty one and Three acres of land Bounded as follows. 1st Beginning at a Loge on the S. E. of a great Branch of York Creek called Big Beaver Dam Fork and opposite to a Land called Gregory one of which trees is marked W. from thence N. 2. Two hundred steps to B Aked Oak on N. S. W. Oak on W. Oak on B. Aked Oak from thence W. Two hundred forty poles to C Three hundred one While Oak on W. a Node & Corner Tree to an Survey of 300 acres for John Jackson and thence with west the said Jacksons line. 3 Three hundred poles to D a Small Poplar & Small Corner Trees to ye. Jacksons Land. Land Standing on N. W. D. of the said Branch from thence D. down the D. Branch or Corner 196. Fifty one poles Still down of the Branch E. 196 Fifty six poles from thence down D. Branch 196. Fifty five more poles to W. Corner Beginning Surveyed the Eleventh day of October 1739.
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